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In this paper we prove that Anderson’s root numbers introduced in [1] are
certain products of Thakur’s Gauss sums up to a polynomial factors in Fqd [T].
We also present several vanishing and non-vanishing results for root numbers.
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1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATIONS, AND MAIN RESULTS
In this paper we fix the following notations.
k=Fq(T ) the rational function field over finite
field Fq
A=Fq[T]
A+ the set of monic polynomials in A
k the completion of k at =(1T )
C the completion of the algebraic closure
of k
C+ the underlying additive group of C
\ : A  End(C+), f [ \f the Carlitz module defined by, for any
: # C,
\c(:)=c: (c # Fq)
\T (:)=T:+:q
\f+g(:)=\f (:)+\g(:) ( f, g # A)
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4M=[: # C : \M(:)=0] the M-torsion submodcule of C
P a monic irreducible polynomial in A
d=deg P
K=k(4P) the cyclotomic function field with con-
ductor P
O=OK the integral closure of A in K
* # 4P&[0] so that (*)=*O is the unique prime
ideal in O above P
O* the (*)-adic completion of O
| : (AP)*  O** the Teichmu ller character; we assume
that |(0)=0
L(s, |i) the Goss L-function
gl = &: # (AP)* |&q
l
(a) \a(*)
(l (mod d ))
the Gauss sums of Thakur defined in
[3]
It is well known that the Carltz A-module 4P is canonically isomorphic
to A(P) so that
4P&[0]=[\%i (*): 0iqd&2],
where % is a fixed generator of the cyclic group (AP)*=F*qd Let U be the




(%% j (*) i ) (1i, jqd&1),
and ej*(%i ) be the entries of the inverse matrix of U,
U&1=(ej*(%i )) (1i, jqd&1)
For the values of the Goss L-functions L(s, |i) at s=1,
L(1, |i )= :
(a, P)=1
a # A+
|i(a) a&1 (i (mod qd&1))
G. Anderson [1, (38)] presented the fomula







|i(a) e*m(a)+\ :b # (AP)* |
&i(b) lm(bP)+
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where lm(bP) is a sort of analogue of the classical logarithm. Comparing
this with Kummer’s formula for the value of the Dirichlet L-function




should correspond to the Gauss sums, and he raised the interesting
problem of working out the relationship of these root numbers to Thakur’s
Gauss sums gl (l (mod d )). This problem progressed under Zhao [4] who
initially showed a closer formula for root numbers as follows:
Lemma 1.1. Let 1i, jqd&1. Let s be the unique integer such that





# & :a # (AP)* |
i(a) \a(*)q
#&1&j, (1.1)






Particularly, for 0ld&1, i=qd&1&ql, and j=qd&2, we have
rij=_Pd & :a # (AP)* |
&ql(a) \a(*)=&gl
Besides the lemma above which shows that some particular root num-
bers are Thakur’s Gauss sums, Zhao presented vanishing and nonvanishing
results for rij in several cases and calculated a complete example for the
case q=3 and P=T 2+T+1 which suggests that nonzero root numbers
should be a certain product of Thakur’s Gauss sums up to a simple factor.
The main aim of this paper is to affirm the conjecture above (an even
more general one than Zhao’s) by proving the following
Theorem 1.2. Let 1i, jqd&1. Let qd&1&i=a0+a1 q+ } } } +




} } } gad&1d&1 # Fqd[T].
The proof of Theorem 1.2 will be given in Section 2. As a consequence
of this proof, we shall present several vanishing and nonvanishing results
for root numbers in Section 3.
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|i(a) \a(*) j (i, j # Z, j0) (2.1)





# & Ri, q#&1&j (1i, jqd&1), (2.2)
where s is determined by qs j<qs+1 so that 0sd&1. As a first step
of our proof of Theorem 1.2, we use an expression for the P-torsion
element \a(*) given by Chapman [2] to show a closer expression for Rij .
The following materials are abstracted from [2]. All statements can be
verified either by simple calculations or by referring to [2].
Let ri (0id&1) be the roots of the polynomial P=P(T ) in Fqd such





and let ui=(ri&T )1(q
d&1) (0id&1). Then we have following exten-
sions of k in C:





Fact 2.1. Kk$ is a Kummer extension of degree (qd&1)d and the set
[ue00 u
e1









uqd&1&ji+j (i (mod d )). (2.3)
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:qi$i # K. (2.4)
Then the mapping













where r=r&1. Therefore \T (v:)=v:r . By Fq-linearity we know that for any
f = f (T ) # A=Fq[T],
\f (v:)=v:f (r) .
Particularly, \P(v:)=v0=0 for each : # Fqd which means that v: # 4P .
From Fact 2.1 we know that : [ v: is an injection from Fqd to K. So we
proved the following
Fact 2.2. 4P=[v: : : # Fqd].
Next, we show that $i (0id&1) are just Tharkur’s Gauss sums.
Since P(|(T ))=|(P(T ))=|(0)=0, we know that |(T ) is one of the ri’s.
We can choose |(T )=r&1=r and *=v1 , so that for each a=a(T ) # A we
have





















So we have proved
Fact 2.3. gi=$i (0id&1).
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Particularly, this presents another proof of gi{0 since it is obvious that
$i {0 (0id&1) by definition. Moreover, we have
gqi =$
q
i =(ri&T ) $i+1=(ri&T ) gi+1 (0id&1). (2.6)
Now we present a closer expression for Rij . For 1i, jqd&1 we have
Rij= :
a # (AP)*
|i(a) \a(*) j (by Definition 2.1)
= :
a # (AP)*














j0+j1+ } } } +jd&1=j
\ jj0 , j1, ..., jd&1+
_: j0+j1q+ } } } +jd&1qd&1$ j00 $
j1




j0 , ..., jd&1
(V) \
j




1 } } } $
jd&1
d&1, (2.7)
where the summation is taken through all j0 , j1, ..., jd&1 satisfying the
following condition
0 jl  j (0ld&1), j0+ j1+ } } } + jd&1= j
and (V)
j0+j1q+ } } } + jd&1qd&1#&i#a1+a1q+ } } } +ad&1qd&1 (mod qd&1).
From the condition (V) where 0al q&1 and jl is a nonnegative integer
(0ld&1), we know that j0+j1q+ } } } + jd&1qd&1 can be reduced to
a0+a1q+ } } } +ad&1qd&1 by finite steps of ‘‘module qd&1’’ and ‘‘q-adic
carry’’ operations. Namely, each operation belongs to one of the following
two kinds:
‘‘q-adic carry’’: If blq for some l (0ld&2), the action of the
‘‘q-adic carry’’ operation on k=b0+b1q+ } } } +bd&1qd&1 is
fl (k)=b0+b1q+bl&1ql&1+(bl&q) ql+(bl+1+1) ql+1
bl+2 ql+2+ } } } +bd&1qd&1 ( fl (k))
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‘‘module qd&1’’: If btqd&t for some t (0td&1), the action of
the ‘‘module qd&1’’ operation on k is
gt(k)=(b0+1)+b1q+ } } } +bt&1qt&1+(bt&qd&t) qt
bt+1qt+1+ } } } +bd&1qd&1. ( gt(k))






} } } gbd&1d&1 for the expression
k=b0+b1q+ } } } +bd&1qd&1 (k
)
with nonnegative integers b0 , b1, ..., bd&1. Then in the case of a ‘‘q-adic


























qd&t&1 (rt+1&T ) qd&t&2 } } } (rd&1&T ) # Fqd[T] (by (2.6))
Since j0+ j1q+ } } } + jd&1qd&1 become a0+a1q+ad&1qd&1 after a finite
number of such operations, we know that
g j0
0
} } } g jd&1d&1=M( j0+ j1q+ } } } + jd&1q
d&1)





} } } gad&1d&1 } R,
where R # Fqd[T]. Note that ga00 } } } g
ad&1
d&1 is independent of j ; from (2.7) we
know that Rij ga00 g
a1
1
} } } gad&1d&1 # Fqd[T], and then from (2.2) we obtain that
rij ga00 } } } g
ad&1
d&1 # Fqd[T]. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
3. VANISHING AND NONVANISHING RESULTS OF rij





# & Ri, q#&1&j (1i, jqd&1), (3.1)
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where s is determined by qs j<qs+1, and
Rik= & :
k0 , ..., kd&1
(V)
\ kk0 , ..., kd&1+ gk00 gk11 } } } gkd&1d&1 (3.2)
for all k0, where the summation ranges over all integers k0 , k1, ..., kd&1
satisfying the condition
kl0 (0ld&1), k0+k1+ } } } +kd&1=k
(3.3)
k0+k1q+ } } } +kd&1qd&1#&i (mod qd&1).
In this section we will show several vanishing and nonvanishing results for
root numbers rij through further consideration.




kl #k0+k1q+ } } } +kd&1qd&1 (mod q&1)
#&i (mod q&1)
Therefore Rik=0 if k&i (mod q&1). Then from (3.1) we know that
Lemma 3.1. If j i (mod q&1) then rij=0.
This result has been shown by G. Anderson [1].
Next, for any integer c0 and m2, let Sm(c) be the sum of the digits
of the m-adic expansion of c.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that q=pe (e1, p is a prime number), 1i
qd&1, and k0. If there exists an integer f (0 f <e) such that Sq( p f k)<
Sq( p f(qd&1&i )), then Rik=0.
Proof. At first we consider the case f=0 to prove that Sq(k)<
Sq(qd&1&i) implies Rik=0. Let
qd&1&i=a0+a1q+ } } } +ad&1qd&1
k=b0+b1q+ } } } +bd&1qd&1
kl =bl0+bl1q+ } } } +bl, d&1 qd&1 (0ld&1)
be the q-adic expansions of qd&1&i, k, and kl where kl (0ld&1) satisfies
the condition (3.3). By Lucas’ lemma we know that ( kk0 , k1 , ..., kd&1){0 # Fq
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implies that Sq(k)=d&1l=1 Sq(kl) which implies that bs=
d&1
l=0 bls (0s
d&1). On the other hand, the condition (3.3) implies that



















l+s#t (mod d )
bls (0td&1).






which means that if we do add k0+k1q+ } } } +kd&1qd&1 in a q-adic way
and in a cyclic way as
k0+k1q+ } } } +kd&1qd&1# :
d&1
t=0
Nt qt (mod qd&1)
we obtain a0+a1q+ } } } +ad&1qd&1, so the digit Nt in the place ‘‘qt ’’
becomes at after subtracting qnt (the number nt goes to the place ‘‘qt+1’’)
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Thus we know that Sq(k)<Sq(qd&1&i) implies Rik=0. To prove the
general case, we note that






so that R p fik =Rip f, kp f=R(ip f ) , kp f where (ip
f ) is the integer such that
(ip f )#ip f (mod qd&1) and 1(ip f )qd&1. It is easy to see that
Sq( p f(qd&1&i))=Sq(qd&1&(ip f ) )
Thus
Sq(kp f )<Sq((qd&1&i) p f ) O Sq(kp f )<Sq(qd&1&(ip f ) )
O R(ip f ) , kp f =0
O Rip f, kp f =0 O Rik=0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.





# & Ri, q#&1&j . (3.1)
If Sq( p f(q#&1&j))<Sq( p f(qd&1&i)), then
Sq( p f(q#&1&1&j))<Sq( p f(q#&1&i))<Sq( p f(qd&1&i)).
Let t be the biggest integer such that s+1td and Sq( p f(qt&1&j))<
Sq( p f(qd&1&i)) for some f, 0 f e&1, then Ri, q#&1&j=0 (s+1





# & Ri, q#&1&j
which might have fewer terms than Zhao’s formula (3.1).
Particularly, we have the following vanishing result for root numbers.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that 1i, jqd&1, q=pe. If there exists f
(0 f <e) such that Sq( jp f )>Sq(ip f ), then rij=0.
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Proof. Since
Sq( p f(qd&1&j))=Sq( p f(qd&1)&p fj )<Sq( p f(qd&1)&p fi )
=Sq( p f(qd&1&i )),
the conclusion can be derived from above remark.
Example. Let q=4, d=2, i=10=2+2 } 4, j=13=1+3 } 4. Then
Sq(i)=4=Sq( j). But 2i=4+42 and 2j=2+2 } 4+42 so that Sq(2i)=
2<5=Sq(2j). Therefore r10, 13=0.
To obtain more vanishing results we need another expression for Rij as
follows.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that 1i, jqd&1, q=pe, for any expression
j=pc1+pc2+ } } } +pct where ci (1it) are nonnegative integers (which
might not be distinct), then
Rij= & :
t*=1 p
c*qk*# &i (mod qd&1)











Proof. It is easy to see that the expression (3.2) for Rij implies that
Rij= :
k0 , k1 , ..., kd&1
\ jk0, k1, ..., kd&1+ gk00 gk10 } } } gkd&1d&1 :: # F*qd :
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The following corollary is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.4.





if &i# ptqk (mod qd&1) for some k, 0kd&1
otherwise.
Corollary 3.6. Suppose that q=pe, 0te&1, and m is an integer
satisfying one of the following conditions :
(1) 0md&1 if q3; or






if &i# ptqk+m (mod qd&1) for some integer k
otherwise
Proof. Under the assumption of Corollary 3.5 we have qd&1qd&1&
ptqm<qd, therefore ri, j=Ri, ptqm by the formula (2.2). Then the conclusion
of Corollary 3.6 follows by Corollary 3.5.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that 1i, jqd&1, q=pe. If Sp( j )>Sp(i ),
then rij=0.
Proof. If rij{0, by (2.2) we know that there should exists an integer
rd such that qr&1&j1 and Ri , qr&1&j{0. Let t=Sp(qr&1&j ).
Then we have an expression qr&1&j=pc1+pc2+ } } } pct and Theorem 3.4
implies that there exist integers k1 , ..., kt such that 0k*d&1 (1*t)
and t*=1 p
c*qk*#qd&1&i (mod qd&1). The last congruence relation
implies that Sp(qd & 1 & i )  Sp(t*=1 p
c*qk*)  t = Sp(qr & 1 & j ) 
Sp(qd&1&j ) which means that Sp(i )Sp( j ). Therefore if Sp( j )>Sp(i)
then rij=0.
Remark. The corollary can be derived from Theorem 3.3 also in the




Sq(kp f )=(1+p+ } } } +pe&1) Sp(k).
If Sp( j )>Sp(i ), then e&1f=0 Sq( jp
f )>e&1j=0 Sp(ip
f ) which implies that
there exists f (0 f e&1) such that Sq( jp f )>Sq(ip f ). Then rij=0 by
Theorem 3.3.
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At the end of this paper, we show the following nonvanishing results.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that 1iqd&1, k0, k#&i (mod q&1)
and Sq(k)  Sq(qd & 1 & i ) = a0 + a1 + } } } + ad&1 where qd & 1 & i =
a0+a1q+ } } } +ad&1qd&1. If
\a0+a1+ } } } +ad&1a0 , a1 , ..., ad&1 +{0 # Fq (3.5)
then Rik{0.
Remark. Let p be the prime divisor of q. By Lucas’ lemma we know
that the condition (3.5) is equivalent to Sp(d&1i=0 ai)=
d&1
i=0 Sp(ai).
Proof. We recall that
Rik= & :
k0 , ..., kd&1
(V)
\ kk0 , ..., kd&1+ gk00 gk11 } } } gkd&1d&1 (3.2)
where the summation ranges over all integers k0 , k1 , ..., kd&1 , satisfying the










} } } gad&1d&1Bik , Bik # Fqd [T]. (3.6)




} } } gad&1d&1 :
k
(V)
\ kk0 , ..., kd&1+ Bik . (3.7)
In Section 2 we have (note that gl=$l)










} } } (rl+d&2&T )q (rl+d&1&T ) gl+d
and ql+d=ql . Therefore gq
d&1
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where sgn( f ) means the leading coefficient of polynomial f = f (T ). From
























a=a0+a1+ } } } +ad&1=Sq(qd&1&i ).
The formula shows that deg(Bik ) is independent of k . Thus from (3.7) we
know that the coefficient of polynomial Rikga00 } } } g
ad&1
d&1 in the term
T (k&a)(q&1) is (&1)d+1  (V), k (
k
k0 , ..., kd&1
). Thus we may consider the case
( kk0 , ..., kd&1){0 # Fq whiich implies 
d&1
l=0 Sq(kl)=Sq(k)a and Sq(k)#k#
&i#a (mod q&1). Therefore Sq(k)&a=n(q&1) when n is a nonnegative




\ kk0 , ..., kd&1+
<:
(V)
\ b0b00 , b10 , ..., bd&1, 0+\
b1
b01 , b11 , ..., bd&1, 1+
} } } \ bd&1b0, d&1 , b1, d&1 , ..., bd&1, d&1+ (by Lucas)
=:
(V)
\ b0b00 , b10 , ..., bd&1, 0+\
b1
bd&1, 1 , b0, 1 , ..., bd&2, 1+
} } } \ bd&1b1, d&1 , b2, d&1 , ..., b0, d&1+
= :
nl0
n0+ } } } +nd&1=n
\b0+b1+ } } } +bd&1N0 , N1 , ..., Nd&1 +
\where Nt= :l+s#t (mod d ) bls=at+qnt&nt&1+
= :
nl0
n0+ } } } +nd&1=n
\ a+n(q&1)a0+qn0&nd&1 , a1+qn1&n0 , ..., ad&1+qnd&1&nd&2+
(3.9)
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= :
nl0
n0+ } } } +nd&1#n
:
ml0
m0+ } } } +md&1=n+1
\ a+nq&(n+1)a0+qn0&m0 , ..., ad&1+qnd&1&md&1+
_\ 1m0&nd&1 , m1&n0 , ..., md&1&nd&2+
= :
ml0
m0+ } } } +md&1=n+1
:
nl0
n0+ } } } +nd&1=n
\ a+nq&(n+1)a0+qn0&m0 , ..., ad&1+qnd&1&md&1+
_\ qm1q&n0 q , ..., m0 q&nd&1q+
= :
ml0
m0+ } } } +md&1=n+1
\ a+(n+1)(q&1)a0+m1q&m0 , a1+m2q&m1 , ..., ad&1+m0 q&md&1+ ,
(3.10)
Note that if we denote the expression (3.9) by F(n), then the expression
(3.10) is just F(n+1). This means that  (V) (
k
k0 , ..., kd&1
) is independent of the




k0 , ..., kd&1+=F(0)=\
a
a0 , ..., ad&1+{0 # Fq
and
Rik
ga00 } } } g
ad&1
d&1
=(&1)d+1 \ aa0 , ..., ad&1+ T (k&a)(q&1)+ } } } {0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.8.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that q=pe, 1i, jqd&1, i# j (mod q&1),
Sq( j )  Sq(i ) = a0 + a1 + } } } + ad&1, and ( a0+a1+ } } } +ad&1a0 , a1 , ..., ad&1 ) { 0 # Fq . If
jqd&1 or j<qd&1 but there exists an integer f (0 f <e) such that
Sq( p f (qd&1&1& j ))<Sq( p f (qd&1&i )), then rij{0.
Proof. From the remark after Lemma 3.2, we know that rij=Ri, qd&1&j .
Then rij{0 come from Lemma 3.8.
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